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Dishonored: 
A “Less Dark Outcome” – The Religious Milieu in Dishonored 
on the Pacifist Route
Heidi Rautalahti

Abstract
Review of the video game Dishonored.
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Introduction 

In the turn of 2010 the digital game scene stepped in to a new era, when narrative 

choice matters or multiple endings games entered the gaming community. They were 

referred to as karma games or open ended games, but what they all had in common in 

how the narrative was constructed, was the apparent sense and the illusion of choice. 

I remember playing one of the first major choice games BioShock (2007) for the first 

time, and was surprised to be faced with difficult moral questioning whether I should 

save a game character or kill it for my own gain. I found that I could not make the choice 

in my game role, but as myself. The lines between in game roles and player agency 

became hazy. 

The now established highly popular genre of choice matter games or choice-based 

storytelling aim to explore the enjoyment of decision making, causality, and pre-position 

players as narrative designers. The game Dishonored (first-person-shooter, single-player) 
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is far from ending this trend in game narratives and mechanics. Despite the fact that 

Dishonored was released a few years back, in 2012, it spawned two additional game 

contents (downloadable content) The Knife of Dunwall's and The Brigmore Witches both 

in 2013, (among other dlc’s) and is current again while Dishonored 2 is announced to 

release in 2016. Dishonored won, including others, BAFTA’s “The Game of the Year” in 

2013. 

Whether it is the story of Dunwall, the traditional monomythic protagonist Corvo Attano 

or the phenomenal visual scenery behind the success, it is difficult to deny that 

especially the choice-making scenes immerse the player to depths of reflective 

reasoning. Choice is paramount in Dishonored. The game can be played over and over 

again altering each option, which is the most intriguing part of the game. None of the 

choices are pre fixed (compared to f.ex. BioShock). Gameplay can be peaceful, in stealth 

or at total rampage. Choice-making is default and participating only in the hero’s 

journey is mandatory. It is a game where the gaming style plays a crucial part in forming 

the gaming experience. 

However, the interesting aspect about player reflection in choice-making scenes in 

Dishonored, is the presence of religion. Religious elements, whether they are in the world 

building graphics and background story, narrative constructions or within the characters, 

are an explicit part of the game. In this review I call these religious elements as the 

religious milieu of the game describing how it interacts with the protagonist – the 

immersed player. I take into account not only to review the game experience, but to 

slightly analyze thematically how the game world religion works. 
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Avoiding the Revenge - Reviewing the Pacifist Runi

The main game tagline states: “Revenge is everything”. Even the name Dishonored relies 

on the theme of defending ones honor and pride; the first guideline for the player to 

follow. The protagonist Corvo Attano, a bodyguard for the Empress of Dunwall, is 

wrongfully imprisoned for her murder in the harbor city of Dunwall; a Victorian and 

steampunk nuanced game world. Corvo has to escape the city prison and make his way 

to friendly allies, a rebel party called “the Loyalists”, who then send Corvo on missions to 

take out the current monstrous reign who has brought turmoil and a rat plague to the 

city. The reign is formed by an organized police of soldiers. They are reinforced by the 

institutionalized and militarized Overseers, who base their order in the religion of the 

Abbey of Everyman. Corvo is placed in the typical narrative role of the One who will save 

the city and correct the wrong.

I set on playing the game with the choice of a non-lethal gameplay. This is called in the 

game as low-chaos (contra high-chaos). The decision can be though revised throughout 

the game; does the player follow: “a less dark outcome”, as the game literally describes, 

or do they make the game all about chaos. Making the decision beforehand, I knew 

what to answer in choice-making scenes as the moral system in the game world was 

analogic to the meat world. Doing this I could review how the game supported this path 

and how the religious milieu played to it. 

For player reflection and comparison, the results of past decisions were presented in 

visuals or cutscenes where outcomes of chaotic or low-chaotic actions were depicted. 

Multiple hostile bodies counted for more plague infested rats and numbered 

contaminated zombie-like Weepers. To stay on the pacifist route, avoid being detected, 

search for alternative ways to accomplish missions, and to restrain from the revenge 
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narrative took effort. The stealth way required judgement where to jump, to move 

quietly and to assess the environment where to move. On multiple occasions I wanted to 

blast an Overseer’s head of, but this would have ruined my clean statistics, while these 

built on body count and detection. In addition, Dishonored has exceedingly adult 

themes due to these specific choices, not to mention the adult content varying from 

grotesque killing scenes to pictures of extreme sexual fetishism.

On low-chaos, hostile opponents can be handled with sleeping darts or a sleep-

chokehold. They slip into unconsciousness followed by a slight snore. Rats and Weepers 

can make the game more difficult, but the preliminary actions also mold the religious 

milieu and especially how Corvos spiritual mentor, the Outsider, presents himself. 

Religious Milieu

Religion is depicted as opposing or defending compared to the protagonist and the 

player. In the narrative, religion is a theme that heavily signifies societal hierarchy in 

Dunwall. From this viewpoint it describes Corvos role as the savior rising from the lower 

class having the power to choose the city’s faith. Corvo follows the underdog role using 

magic abilities in missions and tasks. The use of magic in the Dunwall’s world is not 

supernatural, but rather signifies the outlines of the city’s religious law and social order. 

The city is torn by a dichotomist religious and supernatural hierarchy between the high 

class Overseers, and the common citizens, who are shown to have heathen beliefs, 

magic, and the deity Outsider on their side. In the religious war the Overseers actively 

thrive to extinguish the people’s beliefs, however the city walls and sewer passage ways 

graffiti tell a hopeful story: “The Outsider walks among us”.
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The Deity Versus the Commoner 

The Outsider is pictured as the typical trickster god – nor good or bad. After missions, 

depending on how chaotic the gameplay has been, the Outsider varies in feedback, 

narrates and reflects past actions in speeches aimed to Corvo. Interestingly the Outsider 

does not refer to outcomes as good or bad, or moralize. He merely describes 

happenings as “interesting” or in lines: “I expect a good show”. However, if we look at 

the Outsider speeches when Corvo does the morally right solutions the Outsider 

speeches are slightly more positive. The final ending with a clean low-chaos slate, 

narrated by the Outsider, is praising and joyful. Otherwise, in a high-chaos finish the 

Outsider describes a dark future to Dunwall.

The Outsider is the main, even spiritual, mentor on Corvo’s journey, but there is a 

subsidiary supporting-role that has more impact regarding to the actual outcome. 

Samuel the Boatman, the non-religious, ordinary and simple boatman that transports 

Corvo around Dunwall saves him near the story’s end. It is not the deity who saves 

Corvo, but it is the humble compassionate commoner who shows the most kindness. 

Samuel is important to the player, even though he is more of a narrative character than 

an interactive one. Samuels’s sympathies lay entirely on Corvo’s side, while the Outsider 

is amused by Corvos actions, as a toying demiurge. 

Conclusion

On the outside Dishonored is a vast exploration of revenge emotions. When taking the 

low-chaos route, the revenge however becomes insignificant. To player enjoyment, 
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fighting against the evident narrative both challenges and carries interest exceptionally. 

The game would be tremendously easy when opponents could be just killed or missions 

completed in lethal ways.

As the narrative proceeds the player takes the side of the people’s faith. Religion is a 

narrative component that is placed to express confrontation and tension in Dunwall. The 

religious milieu works for the player if they make the choice of a low-chaos outcome. 

The experience of “choosing to do the right thing” is supported by the Outsider, and 

playing on low-chaos becomes rewarding. Moral evaluation and religious story elements 

become mixed. Corvo is assisted from the beginning by the Outsider, but the decision 

on how to use the help is left to the player. 

The overall narrative theme of the religious milieu has Marxist tones and discourses of 

secularization stretching to western individualization. In a critical sense the game 

describes a case of a crumbling institutionalized religion and society which finally falls by 

its own weight. 

In a larger discussion, the place of religion in the narrative themes of recent similar 

games seem to be inside conflicts, where Dishonored is no exception. Other recent 

known games which are critical towards institutionalized religions are BioShock-games, 

especially BioShock Infinite (2013) which openly takes an opposite side to nationalistic 

Christianity.

Regarding gameplay Dishonored does exceptionally justice to already a long line of 

stealth or assassin -games. The sense of agency is high as the player has ownership to 

form the narrative to their liking. The plot on the religious war could have been taken 
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further as to how the religions, hostile and commoner, have begun. Despite this minor 

con, I would recommend the game to players who enjoy the choice matters genre and 

stealth gameplay. 
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i A term used in the game community to describe a non-lethal or morally right game play. The gaming style can 
be a challenge or express player identity. Pacifist Run is especially a challenge style when used in games that do 
not offer or have a non-lethal option by default. 


